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Advertising regulation

EU legislation

State legislation

Self-regulation



Recital 13)
Experience has shown that both self- and co-
regulatory instruments, implemented in accordance
with the different legal traditions of the Member
States, can play an important role in delivering a high
level of consumer protection.

Recital 14)
Member States should, in accordance with their
different legal traditions, recognize the role which
effective self-regulation can play as a complement to
the legislative, judicial and administrative
mechanisms in place and its useful contribution to
the achievement of the objectives of Directive
2010/13/EU.

Directive 
2018/1808/UE
- Audiovisual media 
services -
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Self-Regulatory Organizations (SROs)

SRO Associations and International Industry Associations

ICAS – International Council for
Ad Self-Regulation

EASA – European Advertising 
Standards Alliance
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Rules

Code Regulations



 Independence of the bodies

 Speed of intervention (adjudications from 8 to12 clear working days)

 Effectiveness of the sanction (withdrawal of the ad and name and 
shame)

 Protection of consumers (cases: 92% protection of consumers - 8% 
competitors)

 Free and easy access to consumers

 Flexibility (rules are constantly updated, 68 editions of the Code)

 Transparency of decisions (published on the IAP website)

 Prevention as the first objective (copy advice and protection of adv
creativity)

Advertising self-regulation strengths



Ambush marketing



Article B4 – «“Ambushing” of sponsored properties»

No party should seek to give the impression that it is a
sponsor of any event or of media coverage of an event,
whether sponsored or not, if it is not in fact an official
sponsor of the property or of media coverage.

The sponsor and sponsored party should each take
care to ensure that any actions taken by them to
combat “ambush marketing” are proportionate and
that they do not damage the reputation of the
sponsored property nor impact unduly on members of
the general public.

ICC - Advertising 
and Marketing 
Communications 
Code



Code of Marketing 
Communication
Self-regulation

Preliminary and General Rules

e) Definitions
For the purposes of the Code, the term “marketing
communication” shall refer to advertising and all
other forms of communication including corporate
and institutional messages whose aim is to promote
the sale of goods or services irregardless of the
modalities used, as well as forms of communication
regulated by Title VI. The term does not refer to sales
policies or marketing techniques as such.



Art. 13 – Imitation, Confusion and Exploitation
Marketing communication should not copy or slavishly
imitate that of others even if it concerns non-
competitive products, especially if there is the risk of
generating confusion with the marketing
communication of others.

Moreover, any exploitation of the name, trademark,
notoriety and corporate image of other marketers
should be avoided, if it is intended to generate an
undue advantage.

Code of Marketing 
Communication
Self-regulation

Art. 2 – Misleading marketing communication
Marketing communication must avoid statements or
representations that could mislead consumers,
including omissions, ambiguity or exaggeration that
are not obviously hyperbolical, particularly regarding
the characteristics and effects of the product, prices,
free offers, conditions of sale, distribution, the identity
of persons depicted, prizes or awards. (…)



Jury’s decision 52/2014

Unichips Italia s.p.a. vs Pepsico Food A.I.E.
TV COMMERCIAL

PRODUCT DISPLAYS

Featuring Fabio Cannavaro, Lionel Messi



company (exclusive Italian National Football
team sponsor for a certain product sectors:
crisps and snacks) complaining about the hype
(advertising campaign: on TV, on the internet
and social networks, and on product displays)
of a competitor (Lay’s), who in the period of
the World Cup in Brazil (2014)

had aired a commercial of Brazilian setting, of
which was the protagonist between the others
Fabio To the plaintiff all these elements can
lead consumers to believe Lay’s is official
sponsor

Plaintiff: official sponsor of the 
National Football team.

Complaint: the hype of a
competitor who, during the World
Cup in Brazil, aired, amongst other
initatives, a TV commercial in a
Brazilian setting with Fabio
Cannavaro, former captain of the
National team, as protagonist. He
wore a blue shirt, recalling the one
of the National team.

company (exclusive Italian National Football
team sponsor for a certain product sectors:
crisps and snacks) complaining about the hype
(advertising campaign: on TV, on the internet
and social networks, and on product displays)
of a competitor (Lay’s), who in the period of
the World Cup in Brazil (2014)

had aired a commercial of Brazilian setting, of
which was the protagonist between the others
Fabio To the plaintiff all these elements can
lead consumers to believe Lay’s is official
sponsor

The Jury, while recognizing the
possible relevance of ambush
marketing in terms both of art. 2 and
that of art. 13, paragraph 2, of the
Code, excluded the existence of an
offence in this case.



The Jury’s decision

 The Jury did not consider the case to be ambush
marketing, on the assumption that it was not likely
to determine an erroneous belief in the public
regarding the existence of a relationship of
sponsorship (no unequivocal references to the
National team, either).

 The mere connection of Cannavaro’s image to that of
the National team did not constitute violation of the
Code, and this also took into consideration the
player’s interest in exploiting his image
(consisting of his past and participation in events
that have made him famous), provided there is no
confusion with regard to other sponsorship and no
illegal connection to the notoriety of third parties.
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